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Answering Prose
Pussoge Ouestions

HOW TO USE OUR SAT',IPIE PASSAGES AND SUESTIONS
Thete's no limit to the different kinds of questions that ETS can (and does) write for the AP English
Literafure Exam. As a result, we can't show you every type of question that may show up on the test.
We can come pretly close, though. ETS has a bwich of questions it uses and reuses on hundreds of
tests. The best way to study these questions is by practiging on examples. To understand and use the
example questions, you need a passage.
this chapter and the next, we provide passages with sample questions. Chapter 6 has a prose
-ln
passage. Chapter 7 has a poetry passage. Read the passages carefully using our reading techniques,
and then look over the questions.
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There's no need to do the questions immediately because we're going to take you through them
one step at time, discussing the best approaches and specific techniques to use in answerihg them. Of
course, if you want to see how you do on them before referring to our instructions, go right ahead.
After you've looked over the passages, read each question, try to answer it, and then follow o-ur

explanations. The correct answer to each question is given in the explanation, but don't just skim
through the explanation looking for the answer to see if you chose correctly. Read all of each explanation, regardless of whether you got the question right. Our explanations will point out details
you overlooked and discuss how you might have approached the question differently.

SAMPTE PROSE PASSAGE AND OUESTIONS
Eocnn

Alnr

Por's "THE Duc Dr L'OmrrrrTE"
Keats fell by a criticism. But who ever died of inept
poetry? Ignoble souls!-pe UOmelette perished of an
ortolan*1. The story then, in brief:

Line

That night the Duke was to sup alone. Lr the
5 privacy of his bureau he reclined languidly on that
ottoman for which he sacrificed his loyalty in outbid-

ding his king-the notorious ottoman of Cadet.
He buries his face in the pillow The clock strikes!
Unable to restrain his feelings, his Grace swallows an
10 olive. At this moment the door gently opens to the
sound of soft music, and 1o! the most delicate of birds
is before the most enamored of men! But what

inexpressible dismay now overshadows the counte- '
nance of the Duke? "Horreur! Dog! Protestant!
15 bird! Ah Good God! This modest bird you'ae quite-the
unclothed and seraed without paper!" It is superfluous to
say

more:-the Duke expired in a paroxysm of

disgust....

"Ha! ha! ha!" said his Grace on the third day after
20 his decease.
"He! he! he!" replied the Devil faintly, drawing
himself up with an air of hauteur.

"Why surely you are not serious," retorted De
L"Omelette. "I have sinned-that's true-but, my
25 good sir, consider!-you have no actual intention of
putting such-such-barbarous threats into execu-

'

tion."
"No what?" said his Majesty-"come, si1, strip!"
"Strip, indeed! very pretty i'faith! no, sir, I shall

30 not strip. \AIho are you, pray, that I, Duke De
L Omelette, Prince de Foie-Gras, just come of age,
author of the 'Mazurkiad,' and member of the Acad-

*An ortolan is a small dovelike bird considered a supreme delicacy
by nineteenih century gourmets" (Story adapted from EdgarAllan
Poe's "The Duc De r-"Omelette")
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emy, should divest myself at your bidding of the
sweetest pantaloons ever made by Bourdon, the
daintiest dressing gowrr ever put together by
Rombert-take say nothing of undressing my hairnot to mention the trouble I should have in drawing
off my gloves?"

"Who am l?-ah, true! I am Baal-Zebub, Prince of
the Fly. I took thee, just now, from a rosewood coffin
inlaid with ivory. Thou wast curiously scented, and
labeled

45

as

per invoice. Belial sent thee-my Inspector

of Cemeteries. The pantaloons, which thou sayest
were made by Bourdon, are an excellent pair of linen
drawers, and thy dressing gown is a shroud of no
scanty dimensions."

"Sir!" replied the Duke, "I am not to be insulted
with impunityl-Sirl you shall hear from me! In the
meantime sq 1sy9i1!//-211d the Duke was bowing
50

himself out of the Satanic presence, when he was
interrupted and brought back by a gentleman in
waiting. Hereupon his Grace rubbed his eyes,
yawned, shrugged his shoulders, reflected. Having
become satisfied of his identity, he took a bird's-eye
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view of his whereabouts.
The apartment was superb. Even De l/Omelette
pronounced it "quite well done." It was not its length
nor its breadth-but its height-ah, that was appall-
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ing!-there was no ceiling-certainly none-but a
dense whirling mass of fiery-colored clouds. His
Grace's brain reeled as he glanced upward. From
above, hung a chain of an unknown blood-red
metal-its upper end lost. From its nether extrernity
swung a large cresset. The Duke knew it to be a ruby;
but from it there poured a light so intense, so still, so
terrible. Persia never worshipped such, no great
Sultan ever dreamed of such when, drugged with

70

opium, he has tottered to a bed of poppies, his back to
the flowers, and his face to the God Apollo. The Duke
muttered a slight oath, decidedly approbatory.

75

The corners of the roorn were rounded into niches,
and these were filled statues of gigantic proportions.
But the paintings! The paintings! O luxury! O love!who gazing on those forbidden beauties shall have
eyes for others.

The Duke's heart is fainting within him. He is not,
however, as you suppose, duzy wlth magnificence,
nor drunk with the ecstatic breath of the innumerable
censers. (It's true that he thinks of these things to no
80' small degree*but!) The Duke De L"Omelette is
terror-stricken; for, through the lurid vista which a
single uncurtained window is affording, lo! gleams
the most ghastly of all fires!
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Line
85

The poor Duke! He could not help imagining that
the glorious, the voluptuous, the never-dying melodies which pervaded that hall, as they passed filtered
and transmuted through the alchemy of the enchanted window-panes, were the wailings and the

howlings of the hopeless and the damned! And there,
90

9s

too!-there!-upon the ottoman!-who could he
be?-he, the Deity-who sat as if carved in marble,
and who smiled, with his pale countenance, bitterly?

j

A Frenchman never faints outright. Besides; his
Grace hated a scene-De L"Omelette is himself again.
Hadn't he read somewhere? wasn't it said "that the
devil can't refuse a card game?"

ti

But the chances-the chances! True-desperate; but
scarcely more desperate than the Duke. Besides
wasn't he the slyest player in the craftiest card-club in

100 Paris?-the legendary "21. club."

"Should I lose," said his Grace "I will lose twicethat is I shall be doubly damned-should I win, I
refum to my ortolan-let the cards be prepared."

105

His Grace was all care, all attentiory his Majesty all
confidence. His Grace thought of the game. His
majesty did not think; he shuffled. The Duke cut.
The cards are dealt. The trump is tumed-it is-it
was the queen. His Majesty
cursed her masculine habiliments. De L"Omelette
placed his hand upon his heart.

is-the king! No-it

110

They play. The Duke counts. The hand is out. His
majesty counts heavily, smiles and is taking wine. The
Duke palms a card.

"It's your deal," said his Majesf, cutting. His Grace
dealt, and arose from the table-turning the
King.

115 bowed,

His Majesfy looked chagrined.

120

6O

T

Had Alexander not been Alexander, he would have
been Diogenes; and the Duke assured his antagonist
in taking his leave, "Were one not already the Duke
De l/Omelette one could have no objection to being
the Devi1."
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1. The primary purpose of the passage is to portray

(A) the characteristics of an exaggerated type
through the figure of LOmelette

(B)

a reassuringly humorous vision of hell through

a narrative in which the Devil himseif is
bested
(C) the evil consequences of excessive,pride
(D) the developing relationship between
LOmelette and theDevil
(E) the pivotal change that occurs in L Omelette
through his encounter with the Devil
-:'

2. 1 /hich of the following best describes the Duke De
L"Omelette?

(A) He is a typical eighteenth-century nobleman.
(B) He is a caricature of a snob.
(C) He is a man more wicked than the Devil.
(D) He is a man with perfect.aesthetic judgment.
(E) He is a man transformed by his encounter with
a

power greater than his own.

3. In context lines 29-38 serve to reinforce the
reader's impression of the Duke's

(A) quick temper
(B) exquisite taste
(C) sense of self-importance
(D) accomplishments and social position
(E) misunderstanding of his situation
4. The author's portrayal of the Duke De UOmelette
is best described as

(A)

portrait of a man with overly
delicate sensibilities
(B) a comically ironic treatrnent of an effete snob
a sympathetic

(C) a harshly condemnatory portrait of a bon
vivant
(D) an admiring portrait of a great artist
(E) a farcical treatment of the very rich
5. \Alhich of the following descriptions is an example
of the narrator's irony?

(A) "Unable to restrain his feelings, his

Grace

swallows an olive." (lines 9-10)
(B) "I took thee, just now, from a rosewood coffin

inlaid with ivory." (lines 40-41)
(C) "The Duke knew it to be a ruby;but from it
there poured a light so intense, so still, so
terrible." (lines 6rt-66)
(D) "And there, too!-there!-upon the ottoman!who could he be?-he, the Deity-who sat
as if carved in marble, and who smiled, with
his pale countenance, bitterly? " (lines 89-92)
(E) "His Grace was all care, all attention, his
Majesty all confidence." (lines 104-105)
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6. Irr lines 58-59, the word "appalling" suggests the
Duke

(A) has found the room's decorum unacceptable
(B) has approbation for clouds
(C) suffers from insomnia
(D) finds the apartment extraordinary
(E) suffers from a paroxysm
7. Which of the following best implies the contextual
meaning of the phrase "sacrificed his loyalty" (line

within the context of the story?
(A) The Duke has fallen into disfavor with the King
by outbidding him.
(B) The Duke has betrayed his country.
(C) The Duke has allowed his desire for the
6)

ottoman to override his deference to
the King.
(D) The Duke recogfiizes no one as more powerful
than himself.
(E) The Duke values the ottoman more greatly
than his prestige.

8. In which of the following lines is the narrator most
clearly articulating the Duke's thoqghts?

(A) "Ignoble souls!" (line 2)
(B) "It is superfluous to say psls;-/' (lines 15-12)
(C) "Having become satisfied of his identity, he
took

a bird's-eye view of his whereabouts.i'
(lines 53-55)
(D) "But the chances-the chances! Truedesperate;" (line 97)

(E) "They play." (line

111)

9. \{rhich of the following tines implies a speaker
other than the narrator?

(A) "But who ever died of inept poetry?" (lines
1-2)

(B) "That night the Duke was to sup alone."
ftne a)
(C) "The apartment was superb." (iine 56)
(D) "His majesty did noJ think, he shuJfled."
(lines 105-106)

(E) "Had Alexander not

been Alexander, he would
have been Diogenes." (lines 118-119)
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\ /hich of the following

best describes the situation

in lines 19-22 and the events that came immediately before it?

(A) The Duke has just noticed the Devil and laughs
at him. The Devil retums the laugtU but
quietly because he feels insulted.

(B) The Duke has just heard the Devil explain the
tortures that lie in store for him. He believes
the Devil is joking and laughs. The Devil
mocks his laughter, i*ply-g that it is n9

.1,.f.

joke.

(C) The Duke and the Devil have been talking, but
the exact topic has purposefully been left

,l'i!:i:

vague.

(D) The Duke has just heard the Devil's plans for
,:.1:.

hirn and laughs defiantly at the Devil. The
Devil puns on the Duke's use of the word
"Hat" by saying "Het" By doing so, the devil

,

:;:-a-

indicates "He," that is-the Duke, will be

punished for his sins.
(E) The Duke, believing he speaks with a lowly
servant, laughs at the threats the Devil has
made. The Qevil plays along, laughing with
the Duke in order to fuaw out the Duke's
eventual humiliation.
:+il

.

11. \llhich of the following reinforces the effect of the
passage most strongly?

(A) Light-hearted situations narrated with deep
sedousness
'.iil
rlli

'iti

i|!i'.

:::i:..

l:ili:
':i.;:

(B) Humorous irony in the introduction, contrasted
with serious reflection in the conclusion
(C) Calculated objectivity offset by occasional
interjections of subjective emotion

(D) Underlying contempt partially concealed by
objectivity

(E) First-person outbursts of effusive emotion in an
otherwise third-person narration
12. The narator's attitude toward the Duke canbe best
described as

(A) complete objectivity
(B) ambiguous plty
(C) slight distaste
(D) bemused conJusion
(E) satiric glee

:*:.
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The passage contains

I. abrupt shifts in tense
II. an abrupt shift in place
Itr. abrupt shifts in emotional state
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

I onry
I and II only
I and III only
tr and III only
I, II, and

III

phrase, "as if caryed in marble" (line 91), is an
example of

14. The

(A) an apostrophe
(B) irony
(C) lyricism

(D) a metaphor
(E) a simile
15.

,

Grammatically, the phrase, "Were one not already
the Duke De UOmelette" (lines 120-121),
establishes the

(A) simple past tense
(B) past imperfect tense
(C) present conditional tense
(D) subjunctive mood
(E) simple present tense

About Poe's "The Duc De U0meletle"
This passage was adapted from a short story called "The Duc De UOmelette." You'll sometimes see
adapted passages on the AP English Literature Exam. All it means is the passage was edited to make
it appropriate for all high school students and to meet the test's length requirements. The actual Poe
story uses a great,deal of Frenclu but keeping the French parts would give students who had studied
French an unJair advantage.
The passage uses the tit a of hnguage and stylistic devices you'll see on prose passages on the AP
English Literature Exam, but ali the same it is a difficult one; they aren't all this weird. If it seemed
long, don't panic-it is about one-third longer than the usual AP passage. (We wanted to use a long
passage in this example to give you plenty to work with and to provide abundant fodder for our
sample questions. Keep in mind that with a total of 55 questions, some passages on the test will have
fewer than 15 questions,) If you see a passage of this length on the test, there will then be a shorter
passage to compensdte.

Answrns AND Exp[ANAnoNs To

THE

Qursnons

pve detailed explanations to the 15 questions that followed the passage. Fifteen is the number
of questions you should expect to see on a passage of this length. The passages and questions-on
our practice test are designed to imitate a real AP test. Here, we've chosen the questions with an eye
toward teaching you olil techniques, but even so, the mix of the typei of questions is fairly representative of the questions you'll see on an AP passage.
We
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We've broken the questions down into small groups in order to illustrate specific types of questions
you're likely to see. Earlier we used the categories of general, detail, and fict. No#we,ll break the
questions down according to the subject matter. We don't want you to memorize the names of
these
types or spend a lot of time practicing identifying these
Wes. 'ihete are no points for doing that. If
you do remember them, great, but all we want is for you to become famiiiar with the most cornmon
types of questions on the test and to see how the same techniques, applied in slightly different ways,
work on question after question.

GENERAL SUESTIONS
The first question is a general question. As you no doubt remember from Chapter 5, general questions
ask about the whole passage, not some detail of the passage.

The question sets will often ftut not always) start out with general questions, We've placed the
questions
in the order that lets us best explain them to you. Remember that when you
9n lhis Passage
actually take the test, you want to_ do the. questions in the order given (iiyou felt comfortabte with pur
comprehension of the passage). If you felt pretty lost, then you shouldput any general questions off
until last, in the hope that working with the specific questions will give yo,, tnJ.. confidence about
your comprehension of the passage and its main idea.

Pnrmlnv Punposr
The classic general question is the primary purpose question:
1. The primary purpose of the passage is to portray

(A) the characteristics of an exaggerated type
through the figure of L'OmelettE

(B) a reasswingly humorous vision of hell through
a narrative in which the Devil himself is
bested
(C) the evil consequences of excessive pride
(D) the developing relationship between

rrr,n#?'ililiff fr1'il:,ti.".lls

in r-omerettb
through his encounter with the Devil

Here's How lo Crock lt
Unde_rstand the question by understanding the answer choices. What does "primary purpose" mean?
When you see a primary pulpose question, it means you must look for
uoswer that covers the

*

broad outline of the story This advice goes for all general questions; it is what makes them general. Remember that you are looking for a choice that accurately describes some facet of the entire passage.
Now use the answer choices themselves to focus on exactly what primary pu{pose the test wiiters
are looking for.
ft9 question itself
that the primary pu{pose of the passage is to portray something,
__
-indicatgs
\Atrhat is it portraying? Use POE. (After all, the passage was written by Edgar Allan process of Elimination.)
Take choice (A). Does the whole passage deal with an exaggerated type? Well, the Duke is an
exaggeration of something: This is a guy who takes time to approve of the decor in hell. (A) seems to
be a reasonable summation of the whole passage. Leave it. Now take each of the remaining choices
I

infum.

Now to choice (B). The whole passage is not all about a "reassuringly humorous vision of hell."
Fach paraSEaph does not point out how harmless hell is. The humorous part is the Duke'i
takiirg it
altr

more or less in skide. Eliminate (B).
ANSWTRING PROSE PASSAGE QUESIIONS
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Answer choice (C) talks about "the evil consequences of excessive pride." The passage is all about
the Duke's excessive pride, but what are the consequences? There are none. the end of tLe story finds
the Duke retuming to his ill-prepared ortolaru which is right where he started, so you have to wonder

if it's going to kill him all over again. Remember, hnlf bad equnls allbad,Ehmrnate (C).
..,.
And while you're at it, eliminate (D), unless you think that the whole passage is about the rehfonship between UOmelette and the Devil. It isn't. The Devil doesn't have much personality in the story
at all. He serves as a foil for the Duke, little else.
Eliminate (E) because the Duke doesn't change at all. \,Vhen the point of a passage is to show a
dramatic change, you'll know it. The whole passage will build to that change.
You're left with (A), the correct answer.
\A/hat phrase have we kept repeating? "The whole passage." General questions cali for you to
consider the whole passage, not one small piece of it. .
Another thing we did was focus on key phrases in the answer choices. "What consequence s?" we
asked when we looked at choice (C). We didnt get taken in by the phrase "excessive pride." Leaming
how to focus on an answ_er choice is a skill that comes with practiie. As you follow our explanations]
your skill will improve. In fact, after that discussion, the next question should be a breeze.

Ovrnnu Cmnncrrn
AP passages tend to be focused on one thing. Here the focus is on the Duke. A passage might focus
on the description of an event or a place, but the most common focus is on a .hu.u.i.t.

2.

\Atrhich of the

following best describes the Duke De

L Omelette?

(A) He is a typical eighteenth-century nobleman.
(B) He is a caricature of a snob.
(C) He is a man more wicked than the Devil.
(D) He is a man with perfect aesthetic judgment.
(E) He is a man transformed by his encounter with
a

power greater than his own.

Here's How lo Crock lt
The correct answer is (B), and finding it probably didn't cause you much trouble, About the only
q-bl".T might have been the term ciricatlure,which means ',exaggerated portrait.,, It is a term you
should know (it's in our glossary), Do you notice any similarities between the correct answer to question L and the correct answer here? You should. One speaks of an exaggerated portrayal of a
We,
and one speaks of a caricature of a snob. These are almost the same anJ*er. The only difference is
that the second questionspells out what"We" is being caricafured: the snob. This is an example of
Consistency of Answers. Both answers are consistent with the main idea, and naturally when *r*eru
are consistent with the main idea, they are consistent with each other. In this case ihe answers are
extremely similar. When in doubt, make your answers agree with each other. If you thought the Duke
was an exaggerated porhayal in question 1, why would he suddenly become a "$pici eighteenthcentury nobleman" in question 2? That would be inconsistent, so eliminate choice (A). The Duke
is either exaggerated or he's typical, but he can't be both. Choice (C)is for students who'rea&.into
things too much. The Duke wins the card game at the end. Does that mean he's more wicked than
the Devil? No. Choice (D) is too strong. )'Perfect?" De LOmelette thinks his tastes are perfect, but
does the story suggest that his tastes are perfect? No, only that they are extremely, almosi comically,
particular. Choice (E) isn't supported by the passage. You'd think the Duke would be transformed by
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his encounter with the Devil, but he isn't. At the end of the story you should have gotten the feeling
that UOmelette is going to go right back to his old ways'
Consistency of"Ansilers-doeIn't just apply to general questions. It is just as helpful with detail
questions.

DEIAIT OUESTIONS
Detail questions (a.k.a. specific questions) make up the majority of questions on the Mlltiple-Choice
place in the
section of the test. These are qulstions (or answei choices) that direct you to a specific
passage and ask about your comprehension of the details'

hHt-RITTRENCE Qursrlons
lines with
Most of the time ftut not always), the detaii questions give you a line number or a range of
there are
which to work. We call these questions line-reference questions. For line-reference questions
just two things you need to keep in mind:

e

Go back to the passage and reread the lines in question. Also, read at least one
sentence before the line reference and one full sentence after the line reference.

firll

Keep in mind that a word or phrase you are being asked to define may not have the
meaning you would infer from the wording of the question. It is important that you
refer to the word in the context of the line.

.

Keep the main idea in mind, and use Consistency of Answers whenever possible.

Try This One
3. In context, lines 29-38 serve to reinJorce the
reader's impression of the Duke's

(A) quick temPer
(B) exquisite taste
(C) sense of self-imPortance
(D) accomplishments and social position
(E) misunderstanding of his situation

Here's How to Crock lt
paragraph'
This question calls for you to go back and read a fairly large_ range of lines-a whole
make up a morg or legs
Go back and read it. Because tire several lines referred to in this question
doesn't make a big
reference
the
after
and
self-contained,paragraph, reading a full sentence before
just
two or three
an_extra
difference in getting the question"right, but it doesn't hurt, either, and takes
to; it'llbe worth a couple
seconds. Make it a habit io read a fttle above and below the lines referred
of points in the long run.
to disrobe'
Essentially, the l-ines in question discuss the Duke's outrage at the Devil's command
If t; #""derstand the question, you have a good chance of getting the answer wrong' The
does
purrug. shows aspects of all the answer choices. Tlie Duke does (A)-show a quick temper,
o_stenlaare
as
they
(n;-ienUon his jastes (by thu way, the Duke's tastes are not so much exquisite
But the
tiorrs), does (D)-mention his u..o*plirh*ents and does (E)-misunderstand his situation'
correct answer is (C).

right, so what gives? The solution lies in understanding the question and how
t1 reinforce?
the question ielates to ihe main idei. The question asks: What does the passage serve

,t-nrr.rything

r..-r
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Nearly everything in this very compact story serves to reinforce the central impression of the storythe Duke's outrageous sense of self-importance. He isn't merely a snob; he's completely besotted with
his own fabulous self. The Duke thinks he's the apex of human intellectual and social development.
In fact, choices (A), (B), (D), and (E) are all facets of the Duke's vanity. His anger is angered vanity.
His tastes are flawless; they must be, thinks the Duke, because they're his. When the Duke mentions
his work, the "Mazutkiad," you can almost see him puff up with the greatness of it all. Even his
misunderstanding is an aspect of his vanity. The Duke doesn't quite comprehend his surroundings
because he can't imagine being in a position to take orders from anyone. All these things revolve iike
planets around the Duke's sense that he's the center of the universe.
If you had a solid grasp on the central theme of the story, the Duke's self-love, you might have
found this question easy. Choices (A), (B), (D), and (E) are details. (C) is the main thing. If you had
trouble, all you had to do to get this question correct was muse, "Hmm, they all look possible, but
which one is most consistent with the main idea?" Well, a snob thinks he's better than everyone; he
thinks he's very important. Choice (C), sense of self-importance, is most in agreement with that.
Question 3 is an example of using the technique we call Consistmcy of Answers. Here's another:
4. The author's portrayal of the Duke De I-iOmelette
is best described as

(A)

portrait of
delicatesensibilities

a sympathetic

a man

with overly

"

(B) a comically ironic treatrnent of an effete snob
(C) a harshly condemnatory portrait of a bon
vivant

lBi

:H:ilitg.nH':i*-#:; :tT'

Here's How lo (rock lt
Take each answer a word at a time, and remember, half bad equals all bad. If any part of the answer
is wrong, don't hesitate to eliminate it. Yes, it's true that the porhait is of a man with delicate sensibilities (A), but is it sympathetic? Hardly. Get rid of it. You might not understmrd "effete" in choice
(B), so hold on to it. "Harshly condemnatory" in choice (C), however, should look wrong. The Duke
is harshly condemnatory of the servant who brings in his meal, but the passage itself does not disapprove of either of them. Half bad equals all bad, so eliminate it. Now look at choice (D): ]ohn Keats
was a great artist, but the Duke? From these 12 lines you sure can't say *rat, so cross this one off too.
On to choice (E). "Farcical?" Perhaps. But is this passage about the "very rich"? No, it's about the Duke
De LOmelette. Half bad equals all bad, so you're left with (B), even if you're not quite sure what it
means. But here's a pop quiz: lVhat technique tells you the answer must be (B)?
If you said Consistency of Answers, you're right.

Now, we aren't saying every single question uses Consistency of Answers. It should be one of the
first things you think about when you approach a question, but there are definitely questions that focus
on a detail in such away that Consistency of Answers doesn't come into play. Here's an example:
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5. \uVhich of the following descriptions is an example
of the narrator's fuony?

(A) "Unable to restrain his feelings, his
(B) "i

Grace

swallows an olive." (lines 9-10)
took thee, just now, from a rosewood coffin

inlaid with ivory." (lines 40-41)
(C) "The Duke knew it to be antby; but from it
there poured a light so intense, so still, so
terrible." (lines 64-66)
(D) "And there, tool-there!-upon the ottoman!who could he be?-he, the Deity-who sat
as if carved in marble, and who smiled, with
his pale countenance,bltterly?" (lines 89*92)
Grace was all care, all attention, his
Majesty all confidence." (lines 104-105)

(E) "His
Here's How lo Crock lt

Notice that in this question the line references come in the answer choices. That's not uncofiunon.
Properly speaking, this isn't a specific question or a general question or a literaryterm question. The
answer choices send you back to the passage to find a specific example of something that occurs
throughout the whole passage: irony, which is a literary term. So this question is a mixed breed. But,
you don't get points for putting questions in categories anryay; the important thing is to get the question right, effi ciently.
ThJ way to get this question right is to know what irony is. You can count on only a very few
specific things showing up on the AP test. One of them is irony. Leam to recognize its many forms. We
discuss irony in our giossary of literary terms for the AP Engiish Literature and Composition Exam.
(Yep, we're going to say that every time we mention irony.)
The correct answer is (A). You should have noticed the entire tone of the piece is somewhat ironic.
Most of the passage is written with a deliberate undercurrent of meaning that changes the effect of
the literal meaning of the lines. This, above all, is the hallmark of irony; there's more than meets the
eye. But let's get back to choice (A). lvhy is it ironic? Let's take the statement "Unable to restrain his
feelings, his Grace swallows an olive." At face value, the Duke's feelings became so strong, he had to
swallow an olive. Now in no way can swallowing an olive be the outcome of unrestrained feelings
unless one has pretty unusual feelings, which is precisely the point. The Duke's anticipation of dinner
having reached a fevered pitch, he buries his face in a pillow The clock bangs out the long-awaited
hour and unable to restrain himself, the Duke swallows an olive. One thing this shows is how fanatically serioqsly the Duke takes his meals. At the same time, the juxtaposition (to juxtapose means
to place things side by side) of the Duke's unrestrained feelings and his act of swallowing an olive
show something else: the Duke's biggest feelings are actually puny; the Duke's crescendo of passion
is capped by swallowing an olive. That's the ironic part. The author in effect says, "In the Duke's
opinion this is something big, but we can all see that it's rather smali." When the literal meaning of
a word or phrase implies its opposite, you're dealing with irony.
Hey, didn't we say that the whole piece was ironic? If that's true, what makes the other choices
wrong? Well, okay, the whole piece ls ironic. ln effect, the passage tells us that the Duke thinks he's
absolitely first-rite, but we can see that he's really quite laughable. However, for this question you
must consider the answer choices in isolation. None of them, by itself, carries that double meaning
which is so crucial to irony. (B) is a description of a coffin. (C) describes the ruby that illuminates the
Devil's charnber in hell. (D) describes the moment the Duke realizes, at last, that the cteature he's
dealing with is truly the Devil himself. (E) simply describes the Duke's and the Devil's attitude as
they begin the card game.
Okay, enough about irony, on to the next kind of question.
ANSWERING PROSE PASSAGE OUESTIONS
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Snerr Pnnasr on Wono Qursnons
AP questions will often ask you to look at a single word or phrase:
6. In lines 58-59, the word " appalling" suggests the
Duke

(A) has found the room's decorum unacceptable
(B) has approbation for clouds
(C) suffers from insomnia
(D) tinds the apartment extraordinary
(E) suffers from a paroxysm

Here's How lo (rock lt
Yes, on the AP English Literature and Composition Exarh a strong vocabulary helps a lot.
if you
not know the meaning of decorum in choice (A), approbatron in choice (B), insomniiin choice (C;,

plro

did

*a

sln in choice (E), you may have been at a loss. You could eliminate (A) because you know that
the Duke found the apartment "superb," and you could have guessed that the referbnced line has
lgthi"g to do with the Duke's inability to sleep (that he suffers from insomnia): Then you would be
left with (B), (D), and (E).

Keep in mind that you are only to answer the question being asked of you, i.e., you are asked to
examine the contextual meaning of one word. You can sqfely eliminate choice (E) from the list because
in the sentence that contains the word "appalling," a reference to the Duke's suffering or discomfort
is not implied. Even if you don't know wha!?aroxysm means (a convulsion), you .*irru pOE
to get
rid of this answff choice. Now look carefully at choice (B). In lines 58-59, "appa11ng" refers to ihe
roon; not the clouds. So you can eliminate this choice too, even if you don't know thit approbationis
approval. You're left with the correct answel, (D).
Questions 5 and 6 are two questions in a row that don't use Consistency of Answers. The streak,s
over' Here's a question that asks about a single phrase, but even so you can use Consistency of

Answers to assist your POE.

7. Which of the following best implies the
contextual meaning of the phrase "sacrificed his
loyaIty" (line 6) within the context of the story?

;

(A) The Duke has fallen into disfavor with the King
by outbidding him.
(B) The Duke has betrayed his country.
(C) The Duke has allowed his desire for the
ottoman to override his deference to
the King.
(D) The Duke recognizes no one as more powerful

'

(E) *:Bl#Hi*stheottomanmoregreatry
than his prestige.

Here's How

lo Crock lt

When approaching this question, you should first go back and read around the citation. Because
lhe
citation is a fragment of a sentence, you should read at least a full sentence before and after the reference' (If you want to read more, by all means, do. The fulI sentence before and after is just a guidetine.
If it takes you a little morereading to get your bearings in the passage; that's fine.) '
Now, use POE to get rid of what is obviously wrong. If you stay fbcused with what the phrase in
question means it shouldn'tbe too hard to eliminate a few answers. Does "sacrificed his loyalty" mean
the Duke has behayed his country?. That should sound a little too intense: We're talking

"6""if;yi"!
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kind of couch). Eliminate choice (B), Does the Duke recognize no one
powerful than himself? That may or may not be true, but how could you get that meaning
from "sacrificed his loyalty?" Of course, if you try really hard you can talk yourself into anything.
Don't talk yourself into answers. This is Process of Eiimination. Eliminate (D).
Can you eliminate four answers? The best way is to ask yourself which answer choice is most
in keeping with the Duke's character. Do you think the Duke cares about his prestige more than his
couch? Of course he does. He would never sacrifice his prestige. IJOmelette thinks of appearances
above all else. Eliminate choice (E). \tVhat about (A)? It is certainly reasonable that the Duke fell into
disfavor with the King for outbidding him. But is this what "sacrificed his loyalty" means? No. And
if you have any doubts, ask yourself what that interpretation has to do with the rest of the passage. Is
the rest of the passage about the Duke's loss of favor with the King? No. That leaves (C), the correct
answer. It is perfectly in keeping with the other answers and the rest of the passage: The Duke shows
little deference to the Devil; why would he defer to the King?
The next two questions ask for your comprehension of a detail, but the questions center less around
the meaning of the words than about what they indicate about the narrator
a couch here (an ottoman is a
as more

Qursror -CompnrnENsroN Qursrtons
Some questions are sfuaightforward, some are vague, and a few are downright hicky. You need to pay
close attention to the wording of questions, and when you see an unusual phrase, it's a good idea to

ask yourself why the phrase is worded that way. On many questions, just understanding what the
question is asking is half the battle.
8. In which of the following Lines is the narrator most
clearly articulating the Duke's thoughts?

(A) "Ignoble souls!" (line 2)
(B) "It is superfluous to say mqls'-" (lines 1G17)
(C) "Having become satisfied of his identity, he
a bird's-eye view of his whereabouts."
(lines 53-55)
(D) "But the chances-the chances! Truedesperate." (line 97)

took

(E) "They play." (line

L11)

Here's How lo Crock lt
This quesiion has little to do with the main idea. Your first task is to understand the question. \{hat
is meant by "articulating the Duke's thoughts"? Well, try to put it in your own words. The question
could be rewritten as: "When is the narrator speaking for the Duke?" There's nothing wrong with
putting a question in your own words so as to understand it better. Lr fact it's a good idea, as long
as you're careful and don't just drop off the parts of a question that confuse you. Reading the questions accurately is just as important as reading the passages. The passage isn't worth any points; the
questions are.
Use POE. Eliminate what you can right away. \,Vhen is the narrator clearly speaking as himself?
Choices (B), (C), aqd (E) all seem like examples of straightforward nattation, so eliminate them. That
leaves just (A) and (D). In choice (A), the narrator responds to a question. He exclaims in a very
Duke-like way, but the Duke hasn't even been introduced yet. How could the reader know it was
.th6 Duke speaking? The reader couldn't. All that's left is (D), the correct answer. In (D), the narrator
steps into the Duke's mind for a moment to record his thoughts, and then just as quickly steps out
with the words "but no more desperate than the Duke,"

ANSWERING PROSE PAS5AGE QUE5TIONS
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Question 9 picks up where question 8 left off; it is a similar, but more difficult variation on the
same theme:

9. \Mhich of the following lines implies

a speaker

other than the narrator?

(A) "But who ever died of inept poetry?" (lines
1-2)
(B) "That night the Duke was to sup alone."
(line 4)

(c) "The apartment was superb." (line 56)
(D) "His majesty did not think, he shuffled." (lines
i0s-106)
(E) "Had Alexander not been Alexander, he

would

have been Diogenes." (lines 118-119)

Here's How to Crock lt
Read questions carefully. The difference betwebn question 8 and question 9 is that question 8 asks
which answer choice shows the Duke's speech (or thoughts), whereas question 9 wants to know which
implies a speaker other than the narrator. Question 9 is tougher. If your approach to question 9 got
stuck somewhere back on question 8 and you were still,looking for the narrator to speik the Duke's
thoughts (or perhaps the Devil's), you might have easily gotten this question wong.
As always, use POE. Clearly, choices (B), (C), (D), and (E) are spoken by the nuttitor. \{hat about
(A)? Well, (A) is spoken by the, narrator as well, but it implies another speaker, someone who asks the
question, "Who ever digd of poor poetry?" The narrator, speaking as himself, responds to that question: "Ignoble souls!" If the shucfure of this interchange wasn't clear to you, here's an exphnition:
"!Vho ever died of poor poehy?" is a rhetorical question (a question to which the answer is obvious-of course, most people would say, no one has ever been kilied by a bad poem). That's where
the narrator jumPs in and says, "Oh ho, you think the answer to thai question is so very obvious
but that's because your souls have no finer qualities; it may seem unbelievable to you but some very
delicate spirits have died of immaterial things like bad poehy. LlOmelette, for example, died of a
badly prepared meal." All that (and a little more) is contained in the first paragraph of the passage.
This paragraph is a good example of how gifted writers make every word count.
Ready for one more detail question? It's a good example of how weird things can get on the AP
test. It asks about the meaning of a piece of the passage that isn't there.
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Wnnolrss
10. Which of the following best describes the situation
in lines 19-22 ard,the events that came immedialely before il?

(A) The Duke has just noticed the Devil and laughs
at him. The Devil returns the laugtu but
quietly because he feels insulted.

(B) The Duke has just heard the Devil explain the
tortures that lie in store for him. He believes
the Devil is joking and laughs. The Devil
mocks his laughter, implying that it is no
joke.
(C) The Duke and the Devil have been talking, but
the exact topic has purposefully been left
vague.
(D) The Duke has heard the Devil's plans for him
and laughs defiantly at the Devi1. The Devil
pllns on the Dukels use of the word"Ha!"
by saying "He!" By doing so, the devil
indicates "He," &':ratis the Duke, will be

.;

a,:

punished for his sins.

(E) The Duke, believing he speaks with a lowly
servant, laughs at the threats the Devil has
made. The Devil laughs in order to play
along with the Duke and draw out the
Duke's eventual humiliation.

Here's How to Crock lt
ilt
::.
'|:,1

Expect the unexpected at least once or twice on the test. Question 10 is not an easy question. Use POE.
Remember to read at least one sentence before and one sentence after the citation. The k9y to this
question is making sense of the line immediately following the line reference: "'Why suely you're
not serious,' retorted De L Omelette." l{hich interpretations make that line a non sequitur? (Anon
sequitur is a statement that doesn't follow from what came before. For example, Q: What time is it?

A: Yes.) You see, somehow the Duke understands that the Devil is serious. It's just that he still can't
believe it. That's why he asks this question. If the Devil were merely acting offended (or making
some bizarre pun using the word he) then the Duke would have no reason to respond as he does. If
you apply this thought, you'li see that you can eliminate (A), (C), (D), and (E). And that leaves (B),
the correct answer. The Devil's mocking laughter lets the Duke know that, yes, the Devil is serious.
Notice that this answer is the simplest explanation.
Staying simple doesn't just apply to poetry. Many students get into trouble when reading the
answer choices. They think about the wrong answers so much they get led into outer space. This
comes from looking at every answer choice as though it could be correct. Four out of the five answer
choices are wrong. At least one answer choice is usually wildly wrong. If something looks nuts, don't
spend five minutes hying to figure it out. If it looks nuts, it is.
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Srvrr, SrnucrunE, AND Tonr Qursnorus
Style, strucfure, and tone questions are related.

Style questions will test your understanding of the kinds of sentences that the passage contains.
Are they simple or complex? Do they contain modifying clauses? Do the sentences interpret or do
they describe? fue they loose or periodic (see the glossary)?
Structuie questions ask about how the passage is put together. Does it begin with a general
statement and then support that statement with examples? Does it describe an isolated incident and
make a generalization from it? Does it begin.humorously but end seriously? Is there a sudden shift
in emphasis in the middle?
Tlone questions ask for your understanding of the underlying emotion of the passage, about how
the passage feels. Is the narrator angry? Does the narration seem to describe the scene as a camera
would record it, without judgment, or does the narration seem to describe with passion, the emotions
of the characters? By far the most critical aspect of tone is the choice of words the author uses, and
what the author conveys, but unless you are sensitive to structure and style you can easily identify
the tone incorrectly. Diction, strucfure, and style in part produce the tone.
Here's a question that relies on yow understanding of all three elements:
11. Which of the following rein-forces the effect of the
passage most strongly?

(A) Light-hearted situations narrated with deep

H,fi:H;liii*, *

the introduction, contrasted
serious reflection in the conclusion
(C) Calculated objectivity offset by occasional
interjections of subjective emotion

1n)

with

(D) Underlying contempt partially concealed by'
objectivity.

(E) First-p"erson

",#ffir*"#'fftrotion

in an

Here's How to Crock lt
Again, from the question alone you can't know exactly what the question asks. That's fine. Look over
the answer choices. You can see that they refer to the tone, style, and structure of the passage. ETS
Iikes to throw these mixtures at you. The way to work on this kind of question is to break the answer
choices into bite-size parts, then check the passage to see if you can find an example of that part. For
example,gre there light-hearted situations (A)? Well, going to hell isn't exactly light-hearted. (So the
choice is already wrong, but let's keep going.) Are the situations narrated with deep seriousness? No,
not exactly. Narrated with a straight face perhaps, but not deeply serious. The idea is to break the
choices into pieces you can use. Remember, half bad equals all bad.
The correct answ'er is (E). As always, use POE and look at the whole passage. Make your initial
eliminations. Choice (A) is wrong because the situations are not so much light-hearted as absurd, and
the narrator is not deeply serious, but nearly asbizarceand out of control as the Duke. Choice (B) isn't
worth a second look uniess you really thint cheating the Devil at cards is deadly serious. Choice (D)
should be unappealing as well. \tVhat "contempt"? What "objectivity"? Eliminate it.
This leaves (E) and (C). Take each answer choice and go back to the passage. Do you see any "calculated objectivity?" Not really; almost every sentence is loaded with one of the Duke's preposterous
emotions. Almost everything comes to us through a filter of the Duke's impressions, especially in the
longer sentences. It isn't accurate to cail the subjective (first-person element) "occasional." That is
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enough to eliminate (C), leaving you with just one remaining choice, (E). For safety's sake you should
now examine it. "Outbursts of effusive emotion"? Well, there are all those exclamation points all over
the place. As a matter of fact, half the time the author seems to be shouting. The story is told in the
third person, yet much of the time the Duke's persona, his voice, or the attitude behind his voice
seems to be speaking. (E) is correct.

If any of the terms we've used in this explanation-first person, third person, subjectiaity-gave you
trouble, you should refer to their definitions in the glossary.
Attitude questions are just like tone questions; they ask about the underlying,,emotional content
the
of
passage:
12. The narrator's attitude toward the Duke can be best
described as

(A) complete objectivity
(B) ambiguous pity
(C) slight distaste
(D) bemused confusion
(E) satiric glee
,, i,

Heret How to Crock lt
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The conect answer is (E). POE, as usual, helps a great deal. On tone questions, ETS often has a couple
of answers that you can dismiss without a second glance. There's no way you could call the passage an

example of (A), complete objectivity; it's much too weird. Doesn't the whole passage feel high-strung,
as though old Edgar A, Poe had a few too many cups of coffee on top of whatever else he was drinking
that day? That feeling never goes with objectivity. Choice (B), pity, is just off the wall. Choice (C) might
have been appealhg because it didn't sound too extreme. In general, mild is better than extreme on
tone questions, but unfortunately, "slight distaste" is wrong; there's no evidence that the narrator feels
a slight distaste for the Duke. Remember, you wanted to pick what the nanator feels. You might have
felt slight distaste, but the question didn't ask how you felt. Speaking of how you felt, choice (D) is
a type of answer ETS has been known to use occasionally. Sfudents, especially when they're struggling, are drawn to answers that suggest their own mental state. It's amazing,but students really do
pick words like confused, depressed, anxious, Nd feart'ul on tests when it doesn't make sense to do so.
The answer feels right, not because it's correct but because it's how the student feels taking a test.
There's no evidence in the story that the narrator is confused or doesn't understand the Duke; in fact,
he seems to understand the Duke a little too perfectly.
This brings up (E), the correct answer. "Gli" may seem a bit strong, but it fits. The narrator tells the
story with energy, enthusiasm, and a completely unabashed use of exclamation points-that's a tip-off
right there. Good writers, and you'll see nothing but very good writers on the AP test, don't overuse
exclamation points. (The great Irish novelist James ]oyce called them, derisively, "shriek marks.") Poe
doesn't overuse them here, but it could easily seem likeit. Poe uses exclamation points because, if for
the Duke a badly prepared bird is upsetting enough to kill him, the Duke's life must be fiIled with
exclamation points. This is one of the elements (and there are
which make the passage satiric.
Satire is an important concept for the AP test. When a passage pokes fun at an exaggeratedly foolish
type (in this case, the type of arrogant man who considers himself supreme in all things), you can be
sure it's satire (yes, we do cover the concept in the glossary). The gleefuLress stems from the evident
enioyment Poe takes in describing the Duke's peculiar foolishness. Of course Poe has the Duke win
in the end, which makes sense because Poe himself had a lot of the Duke in him.
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Question 13 tests whether you've noticed certain skuctural and stylistic devices in the passage. The
question uses a form you're sure to see on the test; it's one of ETS's

favorites.

..,..

13. The passage contains

I. abrupt shifts in tense
II. an abrupt shift in place
III. abrupt shifts in emotional
(A)

state

only

and II only
and III only
(D) tr and III only
(E) I, II, and III
(B)

(c)

Here's How to Crock lt
I{ you've taken an ETS test before, you've seen I, II, III questions. Most students see them and groan.
Somehow they look like more work. It's as iJ three questions are worth one measly point. The trtth is
you should think of them as questions with just three answer choices. Take eaih point one at a time, and
look to the passage to see if what you want is there, If y,ou know where to look, this question is a snap.
Let's siart with point II. (\{hy point II? It's the easiest of the three to see, and why not? You don't
have to examine the I, II,III points in order.) V\tren the Duke dies "in a paroxysm of disgust" (lines
17-18) there is an abrupt change of place-to hell. So eliminate any answer that doesn't contain
Il-choices (A) and (C).
Now to point L Did you also notice that there is an abrupt change of tense at that same line about
"a paroxysm of disgust"? The change from the Duke's bedroom to hell is so striking that many
students overlook the fact that the tense of the story changes. The second paragraph is in the present tense. It changes when the narrator says, "if ls superfluous to say more-the Duke expired in a
paroxysm of disgust." That's the simple past and the simple present in one sentence; your English
teacher would hang you for it! (And the tense changes back to the present for one paragraph at the
end when L'Omelette and the Devil play cards. It's easy to overlook.) Okay, so that means you can
eliminate anything that doesn't contain point l-choice (D). You're already down to just two answer
choices-(B)and (E).
All that's left is point III. Abrupt shifts in emotional state. You probably knew they happened.
It felt like they happened, but where exactly? Was it really abrupt? Hey, don't overthink and worry
yourself to death. There are abrupt shifts in emotional state. In the middle of the story the Duke goes
from admiring the Devil's decor to being stricken with terror when he realizes that he is in fact dealing
with Satary to getting control of himself again arrd challenging the Devil to cards, all in the space of
about 20 lines. That qualifies as abrupt. Points, I,II, and III, are all examples contained in the passage,
so they must be in the answer choice. The correct answer is (E).

ltrrnany Trnm Qursnons
14. The phrase, "as if carved in marble" (line 91), is an
example of

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
76
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an apostrophe

irony
lyricism
a metaphor
a simile
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Here's How to Crock lt
This is an absolutely straightforward literary terms question. You are sure to see a few questions like
it on the test you take. Of course you should use POE, but the best solution for literary term questions
is to know the terms. That's why we've included our glossary of terms. Second, as we mentioned
earlier, there are just a few things you can be sure will make an appearance somewhere on the test.
Among those things are the terms simile andmetaphor.
The correct answer here is (E). The phrase is a simile. A comparison that uses lilce or as is a simile.
Even if these terms don't show up on your test as the right answers to a question (and chances are
that's exactly how they will show up), at the very least they'll show up as answers you'll be able to
eliminate. If you aren't aware that the phrase in question is a simile, eliminate what you can and take
your best guess. Believe it or not all the terms in the question are defined in our glossary.
Okay, one more question.

Gnnmmln Qursnons
15. Grammatically, the phrase, "Were one not already
the Duke De IiOmeleite" (lines 120-121),
establishes the

(A) simple past tense
(B) past imperfect tense
(C) present conditional tense
(D) subjunctive mood
(E) simple present tense
The correct answer is (D). When a sentence begins with were,it's subjunctive, count on it. Vly'hat's a
mood? Well, to those who make it their business to know (language scholars, mostly), mood ref.ers to
what a verb form indicates besides time. In the sentence I'Go awayl" go isn't just in the present tense.
It expresses command. Thus, it is in the imperative mood. In "Jack Lughs,'; laughs indicates a state
of being. It is in the indicative mood. Indicative, imperatiae, and subjunctioe arc the principle moods of
English. The use of the subjunctive and its forms have faded from our language, which is why starting a sentence with the word were might sound a little strange. It is grammatically correct English,
however.
Unless you intend to teach Latin, or go to graduate school in linguistics, mood isn't a term you'll
need to know precisely; for your pu{poses on the test, and probably for the rest of your life, you can

think of a mood

as not exacily a verb tense, but close.
There may be a few grammar questions on the AP test you take. Use POE and take your best shot.
In general, studying specific points in English grammar for the sake of a few points on the MultipleChoice section is not worth the time. Studying grammar for other reasons is by no means a waste of

time. A working command of English grarnmar is essential for effective writing. We'Il have more to
say about gralnmar in the next chapter, when we deal with a sample poetry passage and questions.
If you're rusty on your grammatical terms, Chapter 5 contains definitions with examples of the
basic terms you need to know, such as direct object, indirect object, phrase, and clnuse.
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A FEW IAST WORDS (AII',IOST}
If you worked through the passage as we inskucted, you just learned a great deal about how to take
the multiple-choice questions on the AP English Literature and Composition Exam.It probably took
close to five times longer here than working on a real passage would, but that's to be expected-you"re
learning. This does bring up an important point though: time. We've taken you through the passage
and familiarized you with some tlpical questions so that when you're on your own you can work
efficiently and accurately, answering all the questions in about 15 minutes.
But what if it doesn't work that way? Let's'say you had reasoned that this passage was the hardest on the test and decided to do it last. By the time you got to it, you had only seven minutes left,
Seven minutes to do that passage! You would use up most of that time just reading it. Should you
give up?-No! This is where all the study you've put into the questions can really pay off. Check out
the Art of the Seven-Minute Passage. Enjoyl

TnE Anr oF THE Srvrn-MrrurE PRssner
\{hen you hit the last passage on the test, check your time. If you have

seven minutes or fewer left,
you have to change your strategy. You don't have enough time to do the passage the normal way. It's
time for emergency measures. What is the worst thing to do in an emergency? Panic. Don't. You'Il
want to, but don't. The best defense against panic is preparation. Know exactly what you're going
to do. Here it is:

.
.
.

Don't read the passage. Not even a little. Jwt don't do it.
Go straight to the questions.

Answer the questions in the following order:

1.
2.
3.

'

4.
5.
6,

Answer any literary term or grammar questions. You barely need the passage
at all for these questions. If you know the point at issue you'll just snap up a
point. Otherwise apply as much POE as you can and guess.
Go to any question that asks for the meaning of a single word or phrase.
These questions always include a line reference. Go to the passage and read a
sentence before and after the reference, Answer the question
Gb to any other question that gives you a line reference in the question.
(Not line-reference answer choices, but questions.) Read the reference and
answer the question.
Go to any question on tone or attitude. By this time, you've read quite a bit of
the passage just by answering questions. You've read enough to be able to make
a good guess about where the author's comihg from,
Go to any que-stions that have line references in the answer choices. Answer
them.ali.
Do whatever is left over-character questions, primary purpose questions,
weird questions, etc. If you need to, read some of the passage to get them. Go
ahead and read. Keep working until the proctor tells you to put down your
pencil.

7.

Put down your pencil. Take a deep breath. You did great.

That's the Art of ihe Seven-Minute Passage. It works in six, five, four, thtee, two, or one mhute too;
with less time, you don't get as far down the list, that's all.
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Seven minutes or fewer is a good rough guideline for when to use the Don't Read the Passage technique. Your pace on multiple-choice passages should be about 15 minutes a passage. If you have an

awkward amount of time left for the last passage-that is, somewhere between seven and fifteen
minutes-you'll have to decide which approach to use. You have two choices. The first is to just
read and work faster, to step on the gas big-time. The other choice is to go stuaight to the questions,
that is, to use the Art of the Seven-Minute Passage technique. It's your call. Seven minutes and three
seconds (or 30 seconds etc.), go straight io the questions. With ten minutes left you should probably
try to read the passage fast but then do the questions in the seven-minute order. At, say, 14 minutes,
you shouid just work normally, but keep in mind that you don't have any time to waste worrying
about those silly things students worry about,like whether you've guessed too many (C)'s, or what
the occult meaning of the pattern of dots you've made is.

SUMMARY

.
r

When a question seems unclear, the answer choices can help you make sense of it.
On every general question, you are looking for a choice that accurately describes
some facet of the entire passage.

o Learn to focus on key phrases in the answer choices in order to eliminate using the
half bad equals all bad technique.

.
r

Use Consistency of Answers.

For line-reference questions:

'.
.
r

Keep the main idea in mind, and use Consistency of Answers whenever possible.
Go back to the passage and reread the lines in question, as well as one fr:llsentence before and after the line reference.

Pay close attention to the wording of questions. Put questions in your own words if
that makes things easier for you. Be careful not to just ignore confusing parts, though.

Expect a weird question or two. ETS likes to get creative on the AP English Literafure and Composition Exam. We can't prepare you for everything, just almost

everything.

.
.
e

Don't be bummed out by I, II, III questions. POE works wonderfully on them.
This is a public sewice announcemenl Our glossary of terms has many valuable
definitions and will get you some points

Grammar questions aren't worth studying for unless you're really weak on
the basic terms.

ANSWTRING PROSE PASSA6E QUESIIONS
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.
.

\,Vhen you get to the last passage, check your time.

ff you have seven minutes or fewer left use the Seven Minute Passage technique.

:
.

ffifi*Ji:l,Tll3?"*g

rrom the questions that require no knowredge or
the passage to those that require a complete knowledge.

If you're left with between seven and i5 minutes for the last passage, it's your call.
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The Poetry Pussoge

ond Ouestions

INTRODU(TION
Answering multiple-choice questions about poetry passages involves many of the same principles as
does answering questions about prose. There are some differences, however.
First, the poetry passages tend to contain more questions that rely on knowiedge than the prose
passages do. Youwill certainly see a question or two on the literary devices (personification, metaphor,
etc.) in the poem. Y.ou might see a question about the way a line scans, or what the rhltne scheme
is called, but these are nothing to worry about Recent tests have not included a single question on
scaqsion or the names of classical poetic forms. ETS does, however, like to use poetry for its questions
atlout grammar because poets use the kind of tangled syntax that makes foi challenging grammar
questions.

Second, the poetry

you'll

see on the AP test tends to make for harder reading than the prose pas-

write questions properly,
kind of material it can use. As a result, you won't see poems ihat shetch language
and meaning to its limits or poems that are open to such a variety of interpretations that asking megningful multiple-choice questions about them is too difficult. Nor will you see beautiful and elegani but
direct and simple poems: ETS wouldn't have anything to write questions about. ETS likes poems of
30 to 70 lines that use difficult language to make a precise point. The poem below and the questions
that follow should give you a good idea of what to expect on the test. This is an excellent place to
practice what you've leamed in previous chapters. Use all the techniques we've taught you:
sages do. ETS has a style of poetry it likes to select for the AP test,In order to
ETS is limited in the

r
.
.
r

Read the poem as prose.
Focus on the main idea.

\{hen answering the questions, use POE and Consistency of Answers.
Be sure to read before and after line references.

SAMPLE POETRY PASSAGE AND SUESTIONS
Anonrw Mnnvnr's "ON I Dnop oF DEw"
Read the following poem carefully and choose answers to the questions that follow.
See

Line
(s

'

)

how the orientl dew,

Shed from the bosom of the morn
Into the blowing2 roses,
Yet careless of its mansion new

For the

Tff:TLxi;"ff.,T::'*"

And in its little globe's extent,
Frames as it can its native element.
How it the purple flow'r does slight,
(10)
Scarce touching where it lies,
But gazing back upon the skies,
Shines

with a mournful light,
Like its own teaf,

Because so long divided from the sphere.
Restless

(1s)

+.:'r$,lljtfftt r.k

impure,

Till the warm sun pity its pair;
And to the skies exhale it back again.
So the soul, that drop, that ray

(20)

Of the clear fountain of eternal day,
Could it within the human flow'r be seen,
Remembering still its former height,
Shuns the sweet leaves and blossoms
green,

(25)

And recollecting its own light,
Does, in its pure and circling thoughts, express

The greater heaven in an heaven less.
rpearly, sparkling

2blooming
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cof a figure wound,
Everyway it tums away:
So the world excluding round,
yet receiving in the day,
Dark beneath, but bright above,
Here disdaining, there in love.
br how

(30)

How loose and easy hence to go,
How girt and ready to ascend,
Moving but on a point below,
It all about does upwards bend.
Such did the manna's sacred dew distill,

(3s)

(40)

3

l y'hite and entire,

though congealed and chi1l,
Congealed on earth: but does, dissolving, run
Lrto the glories of th'almighty sun.
modest

.1. The overall content of the poem can best be
described by which statement?

(A) The characteiistics of a drop of dew are related
to those of the human soul.

(B) The life cycle of a drop of dew is contemplated.
(C) The human soul is shown to be a drop of dew.
(D) The physical characteristics of a drop of dew
are analyzed.

(E) The poet offers a mystical vision of a drop
of dew as a spiritual entity that has all the
qualities of the human soul.

2. The poem contains

I. Abiblical allusion
IL An extended metaphor
m. An evocation of spiritual longing
(A) Ionly
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

II onry
III only
I and II only
I, tr, and Itr
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3.

context, {'careless of its mansion new" (line a)
most nearly means
L:r

(A) the dew drop does not understand the value of
its beautiful surroundings

(B) the dew drop does not assist the flower i. *y
way
(C) the dew drop is unconcemed with its beautiful
surroundings

(D) the human soul does not value the body
(E) the human soul does not take part in the care of
the body

4. The speaker's metaphor for the human body is

(A) "the orient dew" (line 1)
(B) "the sphere" (line 1a)
(C) "the clear fountain" (line 20)
(D) "the sweet leaves and blossoms green,,
(lines 23-24)

(E) 'th'almighty sun" (line

41)

5. \ ,hich of the following is the antecedent of "its', in
"Does, in its pure and circling thoughts; express,,
(line 26)?

(A) "soul" (line 19)
(B) "day" (line 20)
(C) "flow'r" (line 21)
(D) "height" (hne22)
(E) "leaves" (line 23)
6. All of the following aspects of the dew drop are
emphasized in the poem EXCEPT

(A) its disregard for the physical world
(B) its desire to regain the heavens
(C) its purity
(D) its will to live
(E) its roundness
7. Lines 9-14 suggest the drop of dew is

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

frightened of death
tuX of unhappy longing
envious of the rosels vitality
part of a larger body of water in the sky
uncertain of the future

8. Lines t9-27 makeexpJicit

(A) the analogy between the drop of dew and the
soul

(B) the actual differences between the drop of dew
and the soul

(c) the true nature of the drop of dew
(D) the soul's need for the body
(E) the soul's thoughts
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9. Each of the following pairs of phrases refers to the
same action, object, or concept EXCEPT

(A) "mansion new" (line 4)..."purple flow'r"
(line 9)

(B) "globe's extent" (line 7). . . "the sphere"
(hne 1a)

(C) "that drop" (line 19). . ."that ray" (line 19)
(D) "exhale" (line 18)..."dissolving" (line 40)
(E) "Every way it furns away" (line 29)..."It all
about does upwards bend" (line 37)
10. \A/hich of the following best parapfuases the meaning in context of "So the world excluding rcwrd,/
yet receiving in the day" (lines 30-31)?

(A) Although the dew drop evaporates in the sun,
it arrives anew each day.
(B) The world evaporates the drop of dew when it
receives the light of the sun.
(C) The dew drop is impervious to everything but
time.

(D) Although the dew drop and the soul shut out
the materiql world, they let in the light of
heaven.

(E) The only thing that matters to the dew drop is
light.
11. In line 41 the sun is symbolic".of

(A) tue
(B) rebirth
(C) the soul
(D) God
(E) time
12.

\ /hich of the following

sets of adjectives is best

suited to describing the poem's tone?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

mysterious, moody, and spiritual
pious, proper, and academic
intricate, delicate, and worshipful
witty, clevel, and ironic
straightforward, impassioned, and sincere

13. Lr the final four lines of the poem the poet suggest

that

(A) the dew drop will ultimately be destroyed by
the sun
(B) the cycle of life and. death is continual

(c) the dew drop will return to earth in the form of
"rr.arvra"
(D) souls as pure as a drop of dew will ascend to
heaven
(E) death brings spiritual unity with God

THE POETRY PASSAGE AND OUESTIONS
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14. \Vhich of the following adjectives is least important
to the poem's theme?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

"blowing" (line 3)
"clear" (line 20)
"pure" (line 26)
"bright" (line 32)
"loose" (line 34)

Asour Anonrw Mtnvrrr's "ON n Dnop oF Drw"
This poem is a challenging one, but absolutely typical of what you will find on the AP test. Marvell
(1621-1678) was one of the metaphysical poets (check your overview of literary movements), and the
previous poem is an excellent example of this school of poetry's verse. The metaphysical poets were
a loosely connected Soup of seventeenth-century poets who fashioned a type of elaborately clever,
often witty verse that has a decidedly intellectual twist to it. The metaphysical poets are noted for
taking a comparison-for example, "a dtop of dew is like the soul"-and developing it over dozens
of lines. Lots of metaphysical poetry appears on the Muttiple-Choice section; thiJ is not because
metaphysical poetry is necessarily great, but because unlike most poetry, it lends itself well tci multiple-choice questions. So, reading any of the metaphysicals' poetry is great practice for the AP test.
Others of the metaphysical school include john Donne, George Herbert, Thomas Carew, Abraham
Cowley, and Richard Crashaw.

Answrns AND ExprANATtoNs ro rHE Surslots
1. The overall content of the poem canbest be
described by which statement?

(A) The characteristics of a drop of dew

are related
to those of the human soul.
(B) The life cycle of a drop of dew is contemplated.
(C) The human soul is shown to be a drop of dew.
(D) The physical characteristics of a drop of dew

are analyzed.

(E) The poet oiTers a mystical vision of a drop
of dew as a spiritual entity that has all the
qualities of the human soul.

Here's How

lo Crock lt

This is a main-idea question. Remernbel, you could have left it alone and come back to it if you hadn't
found the main idea yet, Chances are you didn't have too much trouble. If you had any tuouble eliminating choices, it was probably with choice (C). Does the poet really show that the human soul is a
drop of dew? No. Marvell uses a drop of dew to speak about the human soul, but he isn't suggesting
that a person's inner spirit is actually composed of condensed water. In fact, in the poem the drop of
dew isn't so much a water droplet as it is a receptacle for light. This point becomes important in later
questions. If choice (D) threw you, then you weren't paying attention to the wordphys;ical. You should
have asked yourself, "Wait a minute, this dew drop trembles witlr fear at the thought of becoming
impure: Can I call that a physical analysis?" Maryell's drop of dew is a being with a personalify and
desires; all of these things are studied, not just its physical characteristics. The correct answer is (A).
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2. The poem contains

I. Abiblical allusion
II. An extended metaphor
III. An evocafion of spiritual longing
(A) I only
(B) II only
(C) il only
(D) I and II only
(E) I, Ii, and iII

Here's How to (rock lt
Question 2 is one of the notorious I, II, III questions. Remember to use POE and work from the easiest
point to the hardest. You should see that item II is found in the passage: The dew drop is an extended
metaphor for the human soul. An extended metaphor is also known Js a conceit, and they appear frequently in metaphysical poems. You can eliminate choices (A) and (C); they don't include item U.
- Item IIi migh! t."9 I?y !acf_t9 the poem, where lines 11-13 ("Bfi gazingback upon the skies,/
Shines with a mournful light,/ Like its own tear,,) should convince yo., tliat item III is a keeper.
Eliminate choices (B) and (D).You're finished.
O,.ly (g) is left. If you're curious about item I, the bibiical allusion is the word tnannn,which refers
to a kind of bread that came-tothe starving Israelites from out of heaven. If you had any doubts about
item I (or item III) you might have reasoned that both points are consistent with the main idea.and
should be kept. The correct answer is (E).

3. In context, "careless of its mansion newz- (line 4)
most nearly means

(A) the dew drop does not understand the value of
its beautiful surroundings

(B) the dew drop does not assist the flower in any
way
(C) the dew drop is unconcerned with its beautiful
surroundings

(D) the human soul does not value the body
(E) the human soul does not take part in the care of
the body

Here's How to. Crock lt
Questio-n 3 is a straightforward line-reference question. After reading around the line reference, you
can easily eliminate choices (D) and (E). The line in question discusses only the dew drop upon a rose
petal. It does not refer to the human soul. Of the remaining choices, (A) and (B) both i-pty that in
context, "careless" means that the dew drop does not take care of the rose, which is simply a misreading. Chances are you didn't have much troubie on this question. The correct answer iJ (C).

4. The speaker's metaphor for the human body is

(A) "the orient dew" (line 1)
(B) "the sphere" (line 1a)
(C) "the clear fountain" (line 20)
(D) "the sweet leaves and blossoms green"
(lines 23-24)

(E) "th' almighty sun" (line

41)
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Here's How to Crock lt
To answer this question you must either hace Marvell's involvedmetaphor, noting that in lines 19-21
he describes the soul as being housed within the "human flow'r," or,use POE. All four correct answers

refer to either a spiritual entity (the dew) or its source (the sphere, fountain, and sun) and so
eliminated. The correct answer is (D).

:

canle
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5. Which of the following is the antecedent of "its" in
"Does, in its pure and circling thoughts, express"
(line 26)?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

"soul" (line

19)

"day" (line 20)
"[Iow'r" (line 21)
"height" (hne22)
"leaves" (line 23)
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Here's How lo Cruck lt
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Question 5 is a typical grammar question. It hinges on your knowing the term antecedent. That term,
and other grammatical terms you need for the tesf. can be found in the glossary. By asking for the
antecedent, the question is simply asking what the word ifs stands for in the given phrase. Analyzed
grammatically, the only comect usage (and ETS will oniy ask about correct usage) is the soul. You
might also have reasoned, "For which of the choices would it make sense to have 'pure and circling
thoughts'?" Only choice (A) makes sense. The correct answer is (A).
6. All of the following aspects of the dew drop are
emphasized in the poem EXCEPT

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

its disregard for the physical world
its desire to regain the heavens
its pudty
its will to live
its roundness

Here's How to Crsck lt
Question 6 is an EXCEPT question. An excellent way to proceed is to disregard the EXCEPT; cross
EXCEPT out. This strategy works on NOT and LEAST questions as well.
Eliminate any choice that fits the remaining question: Atl of the following aspects of the drop of
dew are emphasized in the poem.
To do this you must refer back to the passage. Remember: Never work from memory! "Careless
of its mansion new" lets you eliminate (A). "Like its own tear/ Because so long divided from the
sphere" takes care bf (B). "Trembling lest it grows impure" lets you eliminate (C). The dew drop's
roundness is emphasized in several places; choice (E)was easy to eliminate. This leaves only choice
(D). The correct answer is (D).
7. Lines 9-14 suggest the drop of dew is

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
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frightened of death
tu1lof unhappy longing
envious of the rose's vitality
part of a larger body of water in the sky
uncertain of the future
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Question 7 is a line-reference question that tests your comprehension of a set of lines. It shouldn't
have posed too many difficulties. If you had houble with this question you should practice reading
poehy for comprehension, You can eliminate choices (C) and (E) easily: They have nothing to do with
the poem. The other choices can almost be justified from the poem, brt almost means u)rong. Choice
(A) could be eliminated because of the wofi f"rightened. T\e drop of dew is perhaps frightened of
earthly life (remember, it "trembles" at the thought of becoming "impttre"), but as a metaphor for
the soul, it is not afraid of death. Certainly no such statement can be found in the poem. Choice (D)
is incorrect because Marvell treats the dew drop not only as water, but as a container of light and as
a metaphor for the soul. For Marvell the drop comes frorn the sky, not a body of water in the sky. The
correct answer is (B).

?iri:1r
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8. Lines 19-27 make explicit

:.i.*;,.'

(A) the analogy between the drop of dew and the

*-1t':,i
}.,-L'.ii,,

soul

1r:',!:l::l

(B) the actual differences between the drop of dew

-f,j:-:ljj
"!,i,:tril

and the soul

(c) the true nature of the drop of dew
(D) the soul's need for the body
(E) the soul's thoughts

Here's How to (rock lt
The key here is to understand the question. When something is made explicit, it is stated or spelled
ou[ Explicit is the opposite of. implicit Your task is to see what 1nes,19.27 show cleartry. Using POE, you
should eliminate choice (C) immediately; it only talks a6out the drop of dew; the lines in question refer
primarily to the human soul. Choice (E) is a trap answer. The lines in question do refer to the soul's
thoughts, but they do not spell them out; the thoughts are not made explicit. Choice (D) is similarly
wrong: The drop of dew's "true nature" is not the subject of these lines; oniy the likeness of the drop
of dew and the soul is. Choice (B) talls about differences between the soul and the drop of dew. This
answer choice is the exact opposite of the lines' intent. They discuss the similarities of the drop and
the soul. In fact, they make the analogy between the drop of dew and the soul explicit-hence (A) is
the correct Ernswer.

9. Each of the following pairs of phrases refers to the
same action, object, or concept EXCEPT

.

(A) "mansion new" (line A)..."purple ilo\v'r" (line
(B) "globe's extent" (llne 7)..."the sphere"

9)

(hne 1a)

(C) "that drop" (line 19)..."thatray" (line
(D) "exhale" (tine ta;..."dissolving" (Iine

(') "1;y"I;J"'i

m,il#;.gffi3]

19)
0)

-"rt

atl

Here's How lo Crock lt
This is another EXCEPT question. They're corunon on the AP English Liierature Exam. Cross out
EXCEPT and eliminate answers that satisfy the remaining statement: Each of the following pairs of
phrases refers to the same actiory object, or concept. Use POE. In (A), "mansion new" and "purple
flow'r" both refer to the rose the drop of dew perches on. Eliminate it, hr (C), "that drop'/ and Xthat
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ray" seem to refer to different things, but both in fact refer to the soul-so eliminate (C). In (D), "exhale" and "dissolving" both refer to the process by which the drop of dew vanishes (evaporation,
if you want to be scientific about it). In (B), "globe's extent" and "sphere" seem to both refer to the
dew drop, but in fact, the sphere refers to the skies above-the "heavenly sphere.l' Thus, (B) isJhe
correct answer.

Nit-picking? Maybe, but this question is an excellent example of the kind of careful reading you'lI
be called upon to do on the actual test.
10. \Alhich of the following best paraphrases the meaning in context of "So the world excluding round,/ yet
receiving in the day" (lines 30-31)?

(A) Although the dew drop evaporates in the sun,
it arrives anew each day.
(B) The world evaporates the drop of dew when it
receives the light of the sun.
(C) The dew drop is impervious to everythingbut
time.

(D) Although the dew drop and the soul shut out
the material world, they let in the light of

(t,

T;;|l

thing that matters ro the dew drop is

Here's How lo (rock lr
This kind of comprehension question is probably the most common type of question on the AP test.
ETS gives you a line and asks, "So, what does it mean?" As alwayq read around the line and then
use POE. Paraphrase "the world excluding round" as "the drop that furns away from the world"
and you can eliminate (A), (B), and (E). None of those choices include that idea. Choice (C) mentions
that the drop of dew is impervious. That isn't a good paraphrase of "world excluding round," and
you can eliminate it with confidence by reasoning that time is not mentioned in the lines in question
at all. That leaves only the correct answer, (D).
11. In line 42, the sun is slrmbolic of

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Here's How lo Crock

fire

rebirth
the soul

God
time

ll

Get used to the range of difficulty on the AP test. Some of the questions are subtle, and challenge even
the most experienced readers; others-like question 11-are a piece of cake. Don't freak and think
you must have missed something when a question seems easy: just collect the point. Don't miss the
easy questions by over-thinking. And don't wony about missing the hardest questions: If those'are

al] you miss, you're on your way to a score of five.
On this questiory we hope you saw that the sun symbolized God.'The wordalmighfy should have
been a big clue. Additionally, metaphysical poets are often concerned with spiritual issues. If you've
used your overview of literary movements to prepare for this exam, the answer may be even more
obvious. The correct answer iS (D).
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12. \Atrhich of the following sets of adjectives is best
suited to describe the poem's tone?

(A) mysterious, moody, and spiri.tual
(B) pious, proper, and academic
(C) intricate, delicate, and worshipful
(D) witty, clever, and ironic
(E) straightforward, impassioned, and sincere

-

Heret How to Crock lt
This is
question. On tone questions, always use POE. On this questiory remember half bad
1 lone
equals all bad' Every answer choice has something right in it, but only the conect answer choice
has
ngthing wrong in it. In.(A), yes, the poem's tone is spiritual, but is it mysterious and moody?
Not really. Eliminate it. (B) Pious, proper, and academic sounds school-marmirh. Thut isn't right. Eliminate
it.
In (D), well, it's true the poem is witty and clevel, but is it also ironic? Metaphysicai poets typically
are ironic-that is, hidden messages and contradictions often lurk below the surface
of a metaphysicat
poem's text, but "On Dop of Dew" is an exception. Marvell says what he means, cleverly, but
not
1
ironically. Choice (E) should just sound wrong. "On a Drop of Dew" is an intensely crafted
wor( but
it is not impassioned nor straightforward. That leaves (C), which sums things up fairly well intricate,
delicate, and worshipfrrl. The correct answer is (C).
13. ln the final four lines of the poem, the poet suggests

that

(A) the dew drop will ultimatelybe destroyedby
the sun

(B) the cycle of life and death is continual
(C) the drop of dew will retum to earth in the form
of "manna"
(D) souls as pure as a drop of dew will ascend to
heaven

(E) death brings spirirual uniry with God

Here's How lo Crock lt
Ii yot, answgrgd question L1 correctly, this one shouldn't be much

tougher. If you understand that
the sun symbolizes God, then you should also understand that the dew6 dissolving into the sun is
a
metaphor for the soul's ascent to heaven. The incorrect answer choices all add
points or
"*ti*.oo,
misconstruethe'emphasis of this essentially simple idea. Choice (A) suggests that
the dew would be
destroyed. That misses the point. The dew's evaporation is not a destlicltion, but a reunion with the
divine. Choice (B) is extraneous: The cycle of life is not a thematic point of the poem. Choice (C) tries
to hap yolby confusing the manna with the dew drop. The poernsuggests thit the dew drop is like
manna in that both are distilled from the spiritual realm. The poem doeinot suggest that the dew wiii
somehow become manna. Choice (D) should have been easy to eliminate: Norinere does the poem
talk about whether or not souls are as pure as a drop of dew The correct answer is (E).

THT POETRY PASSAGT AND QUESTIONS
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14.

\

rhich of the following adjectives is LEAST
important to the poem's theme?

(A) "blowing" (ine 3)
(B) "clear" (line 20)
(C) "pure" (line 26)
(D) "bright'(line 32)
(E) "loose" (line 34)
Here's How to Crock lt
ETS is fond of asking questions about theme, despite the fact that
pinning down the theme of many
Plems is problematic. \{hen ETS asla about the theme, don't try to come up with an exact definition

of the theme. Just think about the main point, the important siuf. again, rOu is
the way to work.
Cross out LEAST and work with the remaining qn.rtior,, eliminatinf choices
that are important to
the theme. An important aspect of the poem is tG metaphor of the iew drop
and the so.rl. A good
way to start would be to eliminate those choices which describe any aspect'of that
relationrfrii. r"
this way you could eliminate (B), (C), and (D),-because ail are qualities oith.
that relate to
qualities of the soul. A moment of study should tell you tfrat ('E) is also important.
rti. au* drop is
"loose," or ready to ascend; it grips thii world only lightly. fnai is a thematic
point. And (A)t\,f.X;
blowing means blooming. Is it important that the iosJis in bloom? Does
Marvell return to the fact
of the.rose beinq in bloom later inthe poem? Does blooming somehow relate
to the soul? No. (A) is
least thematically important, and ttrusf
is the co'ect ansiver.

d;;r;p

la;

Bonus GnlmmEn Qursrrots
Try these for strenuous, but excellent, practice. They're harder than real
Ap questions, but not by
much. The following is an exceqpt from Percy Bysshe Shelley's "Alastor; oD Th;
Spirit or Solitude.,,
Nature's most secret steps
He like her shadow has pursued, wher,er
The red volcano overcanopies
Its fields of snow and pinnacles of ice
Line

(5) \ryith burning smoke, or where bitumen lakes
On black bare pointed islets ever beat
With sluggish surge, or where the secret caves
Rugged and dark, winding among the springs
Of fire and poison, inaccessible
(10) To avarice or pride, their starry domes
Of diamond and of gold expand above
Numberless and immeasurable halls,
Frequent with crystal column, and clear shrines
Of pearl, and thrones radiant with chrysolite.
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1. The word "inaccessible" (line 9) modifies which of
the following words?

(A) "lakes" (line 5)
(B) "caves" (iine 7)

iii ;;rlq,i*.li

(E) "avarice" (line 10)
You should recognize that inaccessible is Nradjective (the ending -ible gvesit away). That observ-ation means that you need to decide what noun or pronoun it modifiei. Unfortunitely, all oi the
choices are nouns. If you look carefullfr fou will see that or in (line 6) introduces an independent
clause. Because of the use of commas, the participial phrase winding among the springs modifies caoes.
Of fire and poisorz is a prepositional phrase modifying springs. To auarice or pifue is*oilet ptepositional
phrase that limits inaccessible. The correct answer then is (B), caaes',Tough, isn't it?

llry this poemby Emily Dckinson.
There's a certain Slant of ligh t,

Winter AftemoonsThat oppresses, like the Heft
Of Cathedral Tunes-'
Line

", il,:1"ff*lll,,:'"?"es

us-

But internal diffelence,
Where the meanings, are-

,

None may teach
(10)

it-Any-

ffffi3;:l:,;;:il;
Sent us of the

Air-

When it comeS, the Landscape listensShadows-hold their breathu

o

Hil"'i;'.T:;3:ffj"

Distance

2. In line 5, "it" refers to

(A) "Cathedral Tunes" (line 4)
(B) "heavenly love" (line 5)
(C) "Slant of light" (line 1)

Ei ;l$l:?ffii:;!Ti l?",,,
Asking what a Pronoun refers to is an ETS favorite. Do you see that this isn't so much a question
ofgrammatical analysis as it is of comprehension? The corect answff is (C). Tlrte slant of light is the
antecedent.
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SUMMARY

r

Don't *orry about scansion (you know: iambic pentameter, dactyls, spondees, etc.).
You probably won't see even one question on it.
Remember
Read the poem as prose.
Focus on the main idea.
When answering the questions, use POE and Consistency of Answers.
Be sure to read around line references.

r
r
.
o

Metaphysical poetry is excellent practice for the kind of poehy you'll see on the Ap
test. John Donne, Andrew Marvell, George Herbert, Thomas Carew, Abraham cowley, and Richard Crashaw are all poets whose work provides excellent AP practice.
Also, the Poetry of Emily Dickinson and Robert Frost is rich in intricate grammatical
shucfures.

on

EXCEPT, NoT, and LEAST questions, cross out the negative word and eliminate
any choice that fits the remaining question.

Remember that grammar questions on the AP Literature exarn are usually disguised
cflprchgnsion questions-that is, the grarnmar part of the question isn'i terribly
difficult, but comprehending the sentence well enough to answer the question is.
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